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ABSTRACT

By placing emphasis on conceptual correspondence to the

"classical" theory which has been developed within the framework

of the time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory, a full quantum theory

appropriate for describing large-amplitude collective motion is

proposed. A central problem of the quantum theory is how to

determine an optimal representation called a dynamical represen-

tation; the representation is specific for the collective

subspace where the large-amplitude collective motion is repli-

cated as satisfactorily as possible. As an extension of the

classical theory where the concept of an approximate integral

surface plays an important role, the dynamical representation is

properly characterized by introducing a concept of an approximate

invariant subspace of the Hamiltonian.

I) Supported in part by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research of
the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.

11) The basic idea of this paper has been reported at the annual
meeting of the Physical Society of Japan, Kyoto, March 31 -
April A, 1985, and the main content has been presented at the
Second Asia Pasific Physics Conference, Bangalore, India,
Jan. 12-19, 1986.
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SI. INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, numerous theoretical attempts

at the microscopic description of large-amplitude collective

motion have been made within the context of the time-dependent

Hartree-Fock (TDHF) thoery. As the TDHF equation gives a set of

"classical" equations of motion in the TDHF-manifold, there

remains the difficult problem of how to uniquely requantize the

resultant "classical" collective Hamiltonian.

The objective of the present paper is to propose a full

quantum theory appropriate for describing large-amplitude

collective motion by directly extending the basic idea of our

"classical" theory, which has been developed within the framework

of the TDHF theory7''8''9) and has been reformulated in the

previous paper referred to as Part (I). In describing the

full quantum large-amplitude collective motion in an isolated

finite many-body system such as a nucleus, the most important is

the problem of how to dynamically define "global" collective

operators, which have to have a definite sense not only in the

vicinity of the "vacuum" with a stable mean field but also in a

higher excited region far from it, i.e. a "large-amplitude

region". The basic idea of our theory lies in properly specify-

ing the global collective operators and in defining an "optimum"

collective subspace provided by them. Such global collective

operators have to be dynamical operators whose internal

microscopic structure varies self-consistently depending on the

amplitude of collective motion.

One of the most crucial conditions to characterize the
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optimal collective subspace as well as the global collective

operators is such a dynamical condition that the Hamiltonian

provides no serious coupling between the collective subspace and

its orthogonal complement. Namely, the collective subspace must

be an approximate invariant subspace of the Hamiltonian. In Part

(I) we have already formulated a systematic classical theory,

where the concept of an approximate integral surface, i.e. the

classical correspondent of the approximate invariant subspace,

plays a decisive role in extracting the small dimensional collec-

tive submanifold out of the huge dimensional TDHF-manifold. The

classical theory is capable by itself of extracting an optimal

collective submanifold, i.e. the approximate integral surface, in

such a way that a given TDHF trajectory representing the large-

amplitude collective motion can be replicated on it satisfactori-

ly. What we are going to develop is a new dynamical truncation

method, which can eliminate tremendous degrees of freedom irrele-

vant for the collective motion and can extract the approximate

invariant subspace of the Hamiltonian; the truncation method

enables us to extract the approximate invariant subspace with a

small degrees of freedom out of the many-particle Hilbert space

in such a way that the certain collective motion under considera-

tion can be replicated in it as satisfactory as possible.

52. BASIC IDEA OF THE THEORY

In order to demonstrate the basic idea of our theory, we

start with a general boson system described by a set of boson

operators <B'-,B.; j=l,-",K). ' Here K denotes the total number

*) Footnote in next page
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of boson indices and the representation using (B ,B) operators is

called an initial representation. By using the Hamiltonian

H(B , B) of the system, we can define

Bt , eiH(B
t,B)tBte-iH(B

+,B)t
3 <M 3

which satisfies

, H(B' ,B)J . (2.2)

The boson space denoted by I : (|n^,-••,nR)} is spanned by a set

of states

K . + n.
|n.,---,n) i n — i - (BT| ->i 0> : B.|0( • 0 . (2.3)

1 K j»l /nTT J 1

Here, 2K (i.e., twice of the total number of boson indices)

2K

corresponds to the dimension of the TDHF symplectic manifold M

discussed in 53 of Part (I).

Let us consider an ideal case where a set of certain

collective states just constitutes an invariant subspace of the

Hamiltonian H(B ,B). In this case, the collective states are

supposed to be described by a few kinds of boson operators

provided that one chooses an "optimal representation". Here, the

,ftimal representation is defined as that representation in which

*) A general many-fermion system with even particle-number can

be described in a

operators (B1. ,B.)

be described in a boson space characterized by the boson

11)
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the minimum kinds of boson operators are required to describe the

collective states. We will call this representation the

dynamical representation (DR) hereafter. The DR is related to

the initial representation through a non-linear unitary

transformation

ot = e-F(B
+,B)BTeF<B

+,B) ( Ft = _p t

Bt . eF(a
t,a)ate-F(o

+,a) ^ eF(B+,B) = eF(a
f ,a) _ (2>4)

Since the system is governed by the Harailtonian H(B ,B) even in

the DR, we can introduce the time-dependent operator

at s eiH(B
+,B)taie-iH(B

t,B)t

which r e s u l t s in

icit H = [a1. H , HIB1 ,B)] . (2 .6)

Let L be the minimum kinds of boson operators necessary for

describing the collective states. It is always possible to

assume that the first L boson indices in the DR denote such a

minimum kinds of operators. Accordingly, we can separate the

boson operators (a.,a.) into collective and non-collective

operators

collective operators (u^,a-; j=l,•••,!.)
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non-collective operators (a . ,a . • j=L+l," • • ,K) . (2.7)

With the aid of Eq. (2.7), the Hamiltonian in the DR can be

decomposed into three parts

H(B+,B)

(2.8)

where )L 's are expressed in the normal-ordered form with respect

to (a ,a). With the use of Eq. (2.8), the dynamical condition to

specify the invariant subspace is simply expressed by ,the

complete decoupling condition

<2-9'

Under the condition (2.9), the equations of motion (2.6) are

reduced into

j=l,••-,!. , (2.10)

with
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"coll'

It is clear from Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) that the dynamical

condition for properly specifying the invariant subspace can be

alternatively stated as follows: The collective and non-

collective degrees of freedom are governed by ~)/u .. and j£,. . ,

respectively, which are commutable with each other. This

coramutability certifies that the non-collective degrees of

freedom can be regarded as intrinsic degrees of freedom

independent of the collective onau.

The basic idea of our quantum theory lies in the separation

of the difficult problem of solving eigenvalue equation of

H(B ,B) in the boson space I (with the huge number K) into the

following two steps: We first solve the problem of obtaining the

generator F(flT,B) of the unitary transformation (2.4), which

determines the DR. As the second step, we treat the eigenvalue

equation of 3£, ,, with the small degrees of freedom L. The

resultant eigenstates should coincide with the original

collective states obtained by directly solving the eigenvalue

equation of H(BT,B) in I .

S3. BASIC EQUATIONS OF THE THEORY

Let us discuss the general case where the complete decoupl-

ing condition (2.9) does not necessarily hold. In this case, the

basic idea discussed in the previous section can be extended by

introducing the concept of an approximate»invariant subspace

where the well-defined collective states of the Hamiltonian
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H(B ,B) are reproduced as satisfactorily as possible. Namely, we

will derive a set of conditions for realizing the approximate

invariant subspace which should satisfy the ideal relations

(2.10) and (2.11) approximately.

We start with the general non-linear unitary transformation

). We can then intro

basis states are given by

(2.4). We can then introduce a subspace t : { | nij,'• • ,m,>) whose

= n —i- (a) | 0> = e"F(B <B)|0) . (3.1)

Aiming at formulating the dynamical truncation method for

extracting the approximate invariant subspace, we must be able to

perform the following:

(i) By using only an initial boundary condition specifying the

collective motion under consideration, we have to know the

generator F(B ,B) which defines t in the full boson space

I 2 K,

I defined in (i) can be identified with the approximate

The projection operators onto the subspace I and onto its

(ii) We must find dynamical conditions, under which the subspace

t2L defined in (i) c

invariant subspace.

The projection opere

orthogonal complement are given, respectively, as

P = Im1,-..,mJ
rV-'mL><IV-'mLl ' Q = I"? • (3-

Since we are assuming that (a1.,a.; j=l,'••,!•) describe the

large-amplitude collective motion under consideration whereas



(aj/aj; j=L+l,-*',K) describe small-amplitude non-collective

motion around the subspace £ , it is reasonable to introduce an

expansion of Q operator with respect to the number of non-

collective operators

where

0 ( 1 1 E Zj£L+l
 aj P aj ' <3-3'

Q(2> E

aal

By introducing the notation [A]" with a parameter u, we explicitly

display "a number of non-collective operators contained in an

arbitrary operator A in the normal-ordered form. For example,

[Q<n)]M = y2nQ(n) ,

(3.5)

where the power factors of p denote the numbers of the

non-collective operators. Here we have assumed to be

M°|0><0| . (3.6)
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The expansion with respect to the number of non-collective

operators with ij-parameter is called a v-expansion, hereafter.

The p-expansion is the quantum correspondent to the Taylor

expansion with respect to (?aita*) in the classical theory (Eq.

(4.2) in Part (I)).

In the general case, it is convenient to introduce the

following expression for the Hamiltonian H(B ,B) instead of Eq.

(2.8):

H(Bf,B) -JE c o U + Aft ; A«. = & c o u p l •K l n t r • (3.7,

Because A J& contains all effects coming from the non-collective

degrees of freedom (a.,a.; j=L+l,••

expansion ajfc can be expressed as

degrees of freedom (a.,a.; j=L+l,•••,K), with the aid of the v-

<3-8'

(3.9a)

By using the expression (3.7) , the time-dependent operator

a'. can be expanded in power series of A}tj
3 * M
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•;.«

' )] + •••) r (3.10)

where

Since the non-collective operators are supposed to describe

small-amplitude motion, it. may be sufficient to only take account

of the first order effects in A}£, . By substituting Eqs. (3.7)

and (3.8) for Eq. (3.10) and by using the p-expansion, we can get

D»H 3

. Afifc , ,t) -XtiX^nt) A^.,t -i,)t ,,t
+ rn=lM [ 4 d A e i#(n)t e Co11 , e co11 aTe co11

for j=l,•••,!, , (3.12a)

O((Ajfc)2) , for j=L+l,--.,K (3.12b)

In line with our basic assumption, the leading order of the time-
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dependent non-collective operators (<* . j=L+l,'"',K) should be

the same as that of (oT; j=L+l,•••,K), i.e.,

V1 . (3.13)

This is due to the assumption that the non-collective operators

describe small-amplitude motion around E : This assumption just

corresponds to the small-amplitude assumption in the classical

theory, used in deriving Eqs. (4.5b) and (4.7b) in Part (I). In

order to fulfill the above requirement, the zero-th order term

with M in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.12b) should vanish,

i.e. ,

Condition (I) J£(l) = 0 . (3.14)

Condition (I) is simply the quantum correspondent of the maximal-

decoupling condition (4.6c) in Part (I). Under Condition (I) and

within the first order of the M-expansion, we may introduce the

following approximate time-dependent operators

xt appro = ^coll- t ^collu
 f o r j=l,..-,L , (3.15a)

, aj], (3.15b)

for j=L+l,«" ,K ,

which satisfy equations of motion
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~ l l l , ,3.16,

for j=L+l,•••,K ,

within the first order of Ajjj . Equation (3.16) conforms to the

ideal equations of motion given by Eq. (2.10). If there holds

Condition <ri) tcoll' e^olltJt(2)e" colltJ = 0 , (3.17)

which is just an approxinrte condition to Eq. (2.11), the

subspace £ can be regarded as an approximate invariant subspace

of the Hamiltonian. As a result of Conditions (I) and (II), the

collective Hamiltonian ^ o o l l describing the motion of the

collective degrees of freedom (a1.,a.; j=l, • • • , LJ is given by

* ^ (3-18a»

while the intrinsic Hamiltonian %. . , describing the motion of

the non-collective degrees of freedom (at ̂ >pr° ,a .aPpro , j =

L+l,-" ,K) in the "moving frame" associated with the collective

motion, is given by

,3.18b)
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In the sections to follow, we will discuss the roles of

Conditions (I) and {II}, in obtaining solutions for the two

problems stated at the beginning of this section. The roles are

summarized as follows:

i) Condition (I) called the maximal-decoupling condition

extracts the subspace £ out of the boson Hilbert space

I2K. (This point will be discussed in §4.)

ii) The £ L defined by Condition (I) can be regarded as an

approximate invariant subspace of the Hamiltonian, provided

that Condition (II) is satisfied. Under Condition (II), the

collective and intrinsic Hamiltonian's are given by Eq.

(3.18). In order to be consistent with our basic assumption

of using the M-expansion, the intrinsic modes of motion

governed by n. . should be of small-amplitude. (These

points will be discussed in 15.)

S4. EXTRACTION OF THE SUBSPACE £ 2 L

We are now in the position to show that Condition (I), i.e.

the maximal-decoupling condition (3.14), provides a sufficient

condition for extracting the subspace Z out of the Hilbert

2Kspace I . This problem is equivalent to the task of determining

the functional form of the generator F(<x ,ct) of the unitary

transformation by using Condition (I). In order to avoid

unnecessary complexity, in this and next sections, we restrict

ourselves to the case with L=l. Extension of this to the general

case with L>1 is straightforward.
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4.1 Expanded Form of the Maximal-Decoupling Condition

With the aid of Eq. (3.9a), the maximal-decoupling condition

(3.14) is explicitly expressed as

P[H(B+,B) , at] P = 0 , for j*l (4.1)

where H(Bf
rB) =e

F ( a'' 0 1 1 H(a+ ,a ) e -
F < a + 'a) .

For the purpose of solving Eq. (4.1), it is preferable to use an

expansion method associated with the number of boson operators.

We begin by introducing an expanded form of the Hamiltonian

H(aT,a) = Z n = 2 H(n) , (4.2)

H(2) = Ei^ajai ' (4.3a)

H(3> - zijk t ( vijk ai aj ak + ViJk Bi aJ a

where n denotes the number of boson operators contained in each

term. Expression (4.2) is possible because we can assume that

the Hamiltonian H(B+,B) has a normal-ordered form with respect

to (Br,B). Since we are interested in the essentially non-linear

transformation, we have supposed that the bi-linear terms of the

Hamiltonian H(E+,B) have already been diagonalized and also the
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linear terms have been eliminated within suitable linear

trans formations.

Corresponding to Eq. (4.2), we introduce the functional

forms of the generating function F (a ,o) in a following way.

Since H(2) is diagonal and since our basic equation (4.1)

contains the commutation relation between H(B ,B) =

e ' H(a\a)e~ ' and only one non-collective operator

for F(af ,

F(a+,a) = E n = o F(n) (4.4)

F(3) = r^j a^{fj°(3)aJoj + fJ1(3)aja1 + f°
2(3)a1a1)-h.c. , (4.5a)

F(4)

I f]°tt)a\ + i f"1

(4.5b)

Here it should be noticed that there may occur ambiguities of the

number of boson operators in F(a ,a) resulting from the re-

ordering of the boson operators. In order to a"oid them and in

order to uniquely fix our procedure, in Eq. (4.5) we have

introduced additional terms which contain a smaller number of

boson operators with an extra parameter 1/e. Namely, we will

apply the following commutation relation

• 1 6 -



i( a*] = 6 ̂ , £or ^ ^ , (4.6)

and the parameter 1/e should be read as if it were a pair of

boson operators <*.a. when counting the number of boson

operators.

In accordance with our expansion procedure, the Hamiltonian

H(BT,B) in Eq. (4.1) can be expressed as

H(B\B>

= H(ai',a)+E[F(a+,a) ,H(at,a)] + ̂ -[F(a+,a ) , [F(af ,a) ,H(a1 ,a) ])

+ ••• , (4.7)

where the parameter e is introduced in order to be consistent

with the commutation relation (4.6). By substituting Eqs. (4.2)

and (4.4) for Eq. (4.7), we obtain an expansion of H(B ,B) with

respect to the number of boson operators (a.,a.):

H(B+,B) = Zn=2 fi(n) , (4.8)

= H(2) , (4.9a)

= H(3) + e[F(3), H(2)] , (4.9b)

= H(4) + e{[F(3), H(3)l + [F(4|, H(2)]}

^ , (F(3), H(2)J] , (4.9c)
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Since the maximal-decoupling condition (4.1) should be valid for

each number of the boson operators, we obtain the set of

equations

P[£ (n) , a') P = 0 , jiH, n 2 2 , (4.10)

which can uniquely determine the functional form of the generator

F, i.e. the unknown coefficients frf. (n) in Eq. (4.5).

After getting the generator F, we can obtain an explicit

form of $(n) which can decomposed into two parts

(4.11)

where h 's are expressed in the normal-ordered form with

respect to (a.,o.) and in contains non-collective operators.

With the aid of hcoll '^i'a x'' w e c a n g e t a n e x P l i c i t expression

for the collective Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.18)

* * i l ' V ' t4-12>

which contains only the collective operators (a^.a^).

4.2 Solution of the Maximal-Decoupling Condition

The aim of this subsection is to explicitly determine the

functional form of the operator F(a,a){,i.e. the unknown

coefficients frf1(n) in Eq. (4.5),) as well as the collective

Hamiltonian (4.12) by using Eq. (4.10).

Let us consider the equation with n=2 in Eq. (4.10),

-18-



0 . (4.13)

With the aid of Eqs. (4.3a) and (4.9a), we get

[-6(2), a*] = OJJXI , j ? 1 . (4.14)

By exploiting the properties of the projection operator P, we get

the relation (4.13) from Eq. (4.14). Namely, the second order

equation (4.13) is automatically satisfied so long as the

bi-linear terms of the Hamiltonian H(B+,B) have the diagonal

forms. This means that we have freedom of choice for specifying

the excitation energy Uj associated with the collective operator

Oj. By using this freedom of choice, we can specify the large-

amplitude collective motion under consideration by the boundary

condition in its "small amplitude limit" with the second order

Hamiltonian ft(2): the second order collective Hamiltonian can

simply be given as

which is a harmdaSnt Hamiltonian characterizing the large-

amplitude collective motion in its small-amplitude region.

The equation with n=3 in Eq. (4.10) contains the unknown

coefficients fffjU). With the aid of Eqs. (4.3), (4.5) and

(4.9), we get

-19-



, a ^ J = l ( H ( 3 ) 4 t [ F ( 3 ) , h , * , j , f l i j J

(4.16)

By substituting Eq. (4.16) for the equation with n=3 in Eq.

(4.10) , we obtain

0 = P

+ { Vll /j"
( wj" 2 u )l ) fj 2* ( 3 > ) al al

for (4.17)

which determines the third order coefficients as follows:

V., .

uj """I

(4.18)

The third order collective Hamiltonian ^coll'al'al' i s n o w s:'-raP1lr

given by

p 8 c o i i ( a i ' a i ) p = p<5<3)p '

- 2 0 -



as there are no effects coming from F(3).

By repeating the same procedure for the equation with n=4 in

Eq. (4.10),

P[fi<4), a*] P = 0 , for (4.20)

we can uniquely determine the fourth order function F(4). The

resultant coefficients are given as follows:

• a n *

r(3)vii,i+3vni.i-4frvu.i\

(4.21b)

(4.21c)

(4.21d)
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The fourth order collective Hamiltoian is given by

i tt
1
1a1!;ji(S1/4f?

0*(3)fj0(3) (ui J + 2U.J ) +w jf J
1* (3) f j 1 <3)\

-12f20<3tv;ij-12f
20*(3)Vllj

- 2 2 -



t t r

+h.c.

c H

(3))

S W i vn,] (3f20(3)v;ij + 2fD
11,3)V*1/1 + f°

2,3)Vn(j,

+h.c.

(4.22)

In this way, one can determine the unknown coefficients f.' (n). (

in F(a,a), as well as fi^n 'a j »ai' • step by step, using the

maximal-decoupling condition (4.10) up to the desired order.

55. APPROXIMATE INVARIANT SUBSPACE OF THE HAMILTONIAN

In the previous section, we have seen that the maximal-

decoupling condition gives a sufficient condition for extracting

the subspsce E out of the Hilbert space I , and also gives the

collective Hamiltonian h ... This means that we have performed

the task i) stated at the beginning of §3 by extending the Self-
7) ,8)

consistent Collective Coordinate (SCO method in the classical
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theory into the quantum form: The quantum correspondents of the

deffeomorphic mapping (Eq. (5.1) in Part I) and of the submani-

fold are simply the non-linear unitary transformation with Eqs.

(4.4) and (4.5) and the subspace I , respectively, which have

been determined so as to satisfy the maximal-decoupling

condition.

Our next task is to investigate whether or not the

eigenstates {|o>} satisfying

ficoUl°> = Eo|o> , |o> € I2 , (5.1)

satisfactorily reproduce the large-amplitude collective motion

governed by the original Hamiltonian H(B ,B). This is just the

second task ii) stated at the beginning of §3. In the classical

theory of Part (I), the similar problem has been investigated

under the names of "stability of submanifold" (extracted by the

SCC method) and "separability between collective and non-collec-

tive modes of motion", by properly introducing the "local"

intrinsic modes of motion. In order to perform the second task

ii), therefore, we have to investigate the non-collective modes

of motion described by the non-collective operators (a..j, a.,j).

With the aid of the eigenstates {|o>}, the projection

operator onto the subspace 1 can be expressed as

P = Eo|o><a | . (5.2)

The intrinsic Hamiltonian given by C.lBb) has the form



o,o' J J i(V Eo- > 1 :

a1jo><o| [a., [H(Bf,B) ,a.h] \a'xa'

(5.3)

where we have used Eq. (3.9b). Since the collective Hamiltonian

coll c o n t a^ n s only the collective operators (atia,) commutable

with the non-collective operators lot,j,a..,li we get

[*intr'*con]

a ,a'

\* at | oxo | [a.., [H(B+,B),c£

i(E -E . ) t

° ° (5.4)

Condition (II) given by Eq. (3.17) for identifying the subspace

E with an approximate invariant subspace can then be expressed

<o| (a a a(BT,B) ] |o ' > = 0 ,

for o ?* o • , j ,k ?* 1 ,

<o| [aK, [H(B
T,B),aT]] |o*> = 0 , (5.5)

which ensures that the eigenstates {|o>} determined by "coji are

r.ot disturbed by fi. . The condition (5.5) will be thus called

the "separability condition" between the collective and non-

collective degrees of freedom. If there holds condition (5.5),

- 2 5 -



we can successfully treat the collective states by freezing the

non-collective degrees of freedom, and the non-collective modes

of motion described by (a . ,a .; jjtl) can be treated as approxi-

mate intrinsic modes of motion.

Under the condition (5.5), we can arrive at the proper

concept of the intrinsic Hamiltonian which is given by the sum of

the partial intrinsic Hamiltonian fi. . (o) defined for each

eigenstate |o>:

<5-6)

where

f (o) E <o[[aKa H(B + ,B)J|a> ,

(5.8)

g..(k(o) = <o| [a., (H(B
+,B) ,a^]] |o>.

By introducing the intrinsic excitation modes described by

j(a)a..J , (5.9)

which satisfies the RPA-type eigenvalue equation

(5.10)

- 2 6 -



we can diagonalize the partial intrinsic Hamiltonian "fi. (o ) for

each collective eigenstate |o>.

In line with our basic assumption of introducing the

separation (2.7) between the collective and non-collective

operators, all of the resultant intrinsic excitation modes of Eq.

(5.10) should remain within the small-amplitude region:

2 V
(u>r<o)) > 0 for r at each eigenstate |0> . (5.11)

which will be called the "stability condition of the subspace

t ". If the condition (5.11) is not satisfied, the intrinsic

modes of motion no longer remain to be of the small-amplitude.

This is due to the large coupling effects between the collective

and non-collective degrees of freedom. In this case, one must

introduce the larger subspace E ) I so as to incorporate the

large coupling effects into the subspace.

At"the end of this section, it is worthwhile to mention the

conceptual correspondence between the classical theory in Part

(I) and our present quantum theory. In the classical case, the

non-collective directions as well as the stability condition have

been provided by the RPA equation at each point on the submani-

fold. In the quantum theory, the non-collective excitation modes

X (a) as well as the stability condition (5.11) are provided by

the EPA equation .10, at each collective eigenstate |o>

determined by Eq. (5.1). Consequently, the non-collective modes

of motion compatible with the large-amplitude collective motion

should be of "local" concept in both classical and quantum

theories.
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56. SUMMARY

We have developed the quantum theory for large-amplitude

collective motion in close correspondence to the classical theory

whose scenario is summarized in 56 of Part (I). The scenario of

the quantum theory, in extracting a small-dimensional collective

subspace out of the Hilbert space, can in turn be summarized as

follows:

i) By using the method developed in §4, we are able to extract

an arbitrary dimensional subspace £ . By using only an

initial boundary condition specifying the collective motion

under consideration, the method can determine the generator

F of the non-linear unitary transformation, as well as the

collective Hamiltonian 1 ...

ii) In order to approximately reproduce the large-amplitude

collective motion governed by the original Hamiltonian

H(B ,B) within the subspace I , the following conditions

should be satisfied

a) Stability condition (5.11)

b) Separability condition between the collective and

non-collective degrees of freedom given by Eq. (5.5).

Since the condition (5.5) may be too stringent to hold,

it is reasonable to use a more relaxed condition

Non-diagonal effects < < ,
Diagonal effects
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If one intends to describe a certain collective motion with

only a few degrees of freedom, i.e. if one intends to eliminate

tremendous degrees of freedom irrelevant for the collective

motion, one has to start with applying the procedure i) for L=l

and then study the two conditions in ii). If one or both condi-

tions are not satisfied, one must carry out the same procedure

for L-2. In this way, one may arrive at the smallest number Lrain

satisfying both conditions. The corresponding subspace I "is

thus called the approximate invariant subspace and the unitary

transformation e associated with £ m i n defines the dynamical

representation for the given large amplitude collective motion.
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